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ABSTRACT chemical measurementsof process inputs and outputs
duringplant operations. It can also include traditional

We fast review recent literaturethatapplies multi- datafrominventoriesand wansfersof nuclearmaterials.
variate Shewhart and multivariate cumulative sum Not only will more process variablesbe monitored,but
(Cusum) tests to detect anomalous data. These tests are data collection will be more frequent than in the past.
used to evaluate residuals obtained from a simulated If workable methods of authenticating and analyzing
three-tank problem in which five variables (volume, these data can be developed, they should be useful for
density, and concentrationsof uranium,plutonium,and ",after.
nitric acid) in each tank are modeled and measured. We
then present results from several simulations involving Recent developments from two different, but re-
transfers between the tanks and between the tanks and lated, fields are applicable to the use of these data for
the environment. Residuals from a no-fault problem in safeguards: 1) process fault detection and diagnosis
which the measurements and model predictions are both results from the chemical engineering field and 2) qual-
correct are used to develop Cusum test parameterswhich ity control assessment methods from the statistical and
are then used to test for faults for several simulated quality control field. For this report, our main interest

in the fault-detection literature is the concept of dataanomalous situations, such as an unknown leak or
diversion of material from one of the tanks. The leak redundancy provided by measurements and system

can be detected by comparing measurements, which esti- models. Our main interest in the quality control field is
mate the true state of the tank system, with the mo_el a recent multivariate version of a fault detection
predictions, which estimate the state of the tank systera statistic.
as it "should" be. The no-fault simulation compares
false alarm behavior for the various tests, whereas the Process Fault Detection and Diagnosis
anomalous problemsallow us to compare the power of For many years the chemical industry has been
thevarious tests to detect faults underpossiblediversion considering process control issues that are directly
scenarios. For comparison with the multivariate tests, applicable to reprocessing plant safeguards. A signifi-
univariatetests are also applied to the residuals, cant amount of recent work has been done in the area of

process fault detection and diagnosis. 1 A fault or
abnormal condition occurs when some state of the

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION chemical process, e.g., temperature, pressure, or mass
of plutonium, is outside of acceptable limits. Fault

For process control and other masons, new and detection is based on the availability of redundant pro-
future nuclear reprocessing plants are expected to be cess information. The methods consist of two general
increasingly more automated than older plants. As a categories based on the kind of redundant information
consequence of this automation, the quantity of data possessed about a process. Both categories assume the
potentially available for safeguards may be much greater availabilityof measurement data. "Measurement-based"
in future reprocessing plants than in current plants, methods rely on redundant measurements and include
These data will consist of control data and physical and methods that use historical data as target values or set-

points against which new measurements can be tom-
*This work supported by the US Program for Technical
Ass_ to IAEASafeguards. pared. "Analytical-based" methods involve redundant



' information obtained from a mathematical model* of of the processes and more numerous and specific
the process. The concept is illustratedin Fig. I where measurements.
model estimates are compared with measurements to

Manydifferentoutliertests for faultdetectionhave
determine the presence or absence of a faultwith some

been proposed in the literature. 1 They include maxi-desireddegreeof confidence.
mumlikelihood ratio,sequentiallikelihood ratio, cumu-
lative sum (Cusum), Bayesian and the univariatez or

"_m_ svs'rm , student t tests. Multivariateresiduals with multinormal
I MEASUItEMEN13

i@" : =\ distributions can be individually evaluated by univariate

" " _fusE Ft-_a_J.s -'_ tests or by multivariate tests,such as tests that use the
_mrs : ,_70 M_ Mahalanobis distance. In this paper we investigateJ

/ I_v_czszo,s recently proposed multivariate Cusum2 and Shewhart
,_owsvsrm _a),cno_s_/ "J tests for evaluation of residuals from a three-tank sys-

tem involving transfers of nuclear material between the
tanks and the environment. It may be advantageous to

Fig. 1. Process fault detection.
use multivariate Cusum tests for testing the long
sequences of data (several hundredsuccessive multivari-If a process is operating with no faults, we expect
ate observations) expected to be available in futurethat all of the redundant information will be consistent
automated reprocessing plants. We know of no pub-

except for the unavoidable presence of modeling and
lished attempt to monitor a vector-valued residual as wemeasurement errors. Fault detection methods are
are proposing here. In safeguards, Page's test is theusually designed to estimate residuals, i.e., deviations
most commonly used univariate Cusum test.

between what is expected and what is observed, based on
this redundant information. So measured values are We now review a few candidate outlier tests that

compared with model predictions of the same variable, could be used to monitor a multivariate residual time
For example, nuclear reprocessing plants periodically series.
calculate the amount of nuclear material that is unac-

counted for (MUb3. In this case, a combination of Individual Outlier Tests
measurements and materials-balance relationships con- The univariate test statistic for residual p of the
stitute the redundant data. If the MUF is too large, as residual vector rt is
judged by our knowledge of the uncertainty in its calcu-

7 _rtp
lation, a possible fault has occurred and some action is _tp-'_"required. , (1)

where o is the known standard deviation of the pth

Cusum for Testing Residuals residual. Test E(rtp) = 0 versus E(rtp ) _ 0 (E denotes
Having compared the redundantdataprovided by expected value) by using quantilesof the standardnor-

the model predictions and the measurements and ob- mal distribution. To correct for multiple testing (there
tained the residuals, the next stage in fault detection is are p variables), use the conservative Bonferroni
determining when the residuals are "large" enough to method,3 which replaces the desired false alarm rate a
indicate a process fault. At this stage, monitoring resid- by alp.
uals is a version of outlier detection that is used in sta-

tistical process control. If a residual is judged to be an Individualoutliertests as just describedwill fail to
outlier, then the goal is to isolate the location and deter- detect slow sustainedanomalies. Therefore,the univari-
mine the cause of the fault. For safeguards,appropriate ate Cusum test might be preferred. One univariate
action might be to investigate whether a diversion has Cusumtest forevaluatinga particularscalarresidualis

occurred and, if so, to determine where and how it St=maxfO,St_l+rtp_hcrl_.] (2)
occurred,and to identify appropriatefollow-up action.
Obviously fault diagnosis is more difficult than fault
detection because it requires more detailed knowledge Outlier Tests

The vector-valuedresidualrt, rtp, is expected to be
zero, H0: E(rtp ) = 0 versus the alternative hypothesis
HI: E(rtp) ;_ 0. The univariatetest statisticfor variable* Knowledge-basedmodels, such as expert systems, are

also suggestedas a typeof processmodel for use in fault p of rtp IS
detection. In this reportwe are only consideringmathe-
maticalmodelsof theprocess.



, rtp a parameter that is adjusted to obtain a statistic with
ztp(o_) (3)

7._ • desiredproperties.
In analogy to the univariate Cusum,* Crosier2

The standard deviation o is known. The variable n is describes a vector-valued Cusum (St) as follows" De-
the number of samples used in the calculation (n = 1 fine a scalar quantity C t, the length of St_ 1+ rt ,
for this work) and E denotes the expected value. The accordingto Eq. 7:
critical values to which these test statistics are to be

[I ' I]compared come from the normal distribution with a £'t = St-I + rt) S- (St-t + rt . (7)mean of 0 and a standarddeviation of 1, N(0,1). The
user specifies what significance level (ct value) will be
used to signal a fault, dependingon the numberof false Specify
alarms to be tolerated. For uncorrelated multivariate St=0 if Ct<k
normal distributions, if we wish to maintain the same

overall significance level for detecting a fault, tests for or St=(St_ 1+rt )-k if Ct>k (8)
individual residuals use the Bonferronimethod.3 This
method replaces ct by clip to account for the multiple wherethe vector k is
tests, where p is the number of individual z values
being tested. If the standarddeviation is not known but k=(St-1 +rt) k/Ct • (9)

must be estimated, critical values from the student t By construction,the vector k is in the same direction as
distributionare used. St_ 1 + rt but of shorterlength. Thus the effect of Eq.

The univariate Cusum version of this test for 8 is to shrink the cumulative sum vector St towards the

evaluatinga particularscalar, rip, versusa target value, origin along its direction. Using Eq. 9, Eq. 8 can be
a, is writtenas

St=max[O,St_ 1+(rtp-a)-kty ] . (4) S/:(S/-I+r/Xl-k/c,), oo)
where, as above, the target vector that would normally

In this,case, o is the standarddeviation of r, k>0, and be subtractedfrom St_ 1 + x t is taken to be 0. In this
S0=0. To test for a decrease in the mean, the same procedure S O= 0 and k > 0. Upon calculation of
equationcanbe used if we define rt=-r t. St , a scalaris calculated

The multivariate Shewhart test, Hotelling's T2, is ),_
]_/_ Ft=(S;y,-1St , (11)

Tt=+,(rt[ -t)'x-l(rt-t) , (5) which is tested against the critical value, h, specified to

where Y. is the covariance matrix of the rt under no give the desired false alarm rate.
fault conditions and t is the target vector, which is
assumed to be 0. T, a positive scalar, is compared to Three Tank System
the Shewhart control limit defined by the desired false We applied the above multivariate Cusum tests to
alarm ,rate and, if it is larger, an alarm is sounded. In simulated data from a three-tank system (Fig. 2) con-
the present application, the target vector t is zero. The mining nitric acid, plutonium, and uranium. More
Tt arecompared to user-specified critical values from the details can be found in Ref. 4. The dynamics are
chi-squared distribution withp degrees of freedom, described by a system of coupled differential equations

based on total mass balances and on individual mass

Clearly, Tt tests only the residual at time t. A balances for each chemical species for each tank [Eq.
simple scalar-valued cumulativesum of the Tt is def'med (12)].
as follows:

[Time rate of

(cor)t=max[O,(COT)t_ 1+Tt-k ] (6) change of mass] = [Mass in]- [Mass out] . (12)

COTo-O " * The univariateCusumto detectan increasein themeanis

(COT)t is compared to the critical value h specified to St = max(0, St.1 + (xt - a) - ko). Where a is the targetvalue, for the mean, o is the standarddeviationof the x's,
give a desired average run length or false alarm rate. k > 0, and S0 = 0. For a decrease in the mean the same
The value h can be foundby simulation. Here k (>0) is equationscanbe used ifwe definex t = -x t.



, I FI,2 F22 F32 elapsed time, the residualsare calculatedand tested by

F__ F2._"_H_] _V3p C°32_ UlXiatedto the new measured values andthe simulati°n

_..1._12 ,C022 , the above Cusum tests. Then the model values are

' F "'_[ continues until all Cusum tests have alarmed. BecauseCC°llll[_[ ] IV_oV2P:, To measuredvalues at the end of each 30-min. periodare

U2_leak [_ U3_s used both to calculate the residuals for that period and to
serve as starting values to generate the next period's

141 predictions, there will be negative serial correlation inFeedTrek AecountabUity BufferTank
Tank the residuals (except for the residuals for densities in

each tank, because of file way density is estimated). The
Fig. 2. A three-tank system with three presence of serial correlation makes our sequential tests

non-reacting constituents, performdifferently thanif the residuals were not corre-
lated. We will discuss this effect in the results section.

For given input flows, initial tank volumes and

initialconcentrationsof nitric acid, plutonium,and ura- ' Table I. Percent Standard Deviations
nium, the differential equations are solved to give the Assumed for Measured Flow
outputs, i.e., the volumes and concentrations in the Rates, Volumes, Concentra-
tanks at various times. When density is a linear func- tions, and Densities, u

tion of concentration, the equations forTank 1 are Flow rates 2.0
Volume 0.2

dV1/dt = F11 + F12 - F21 (13) Nitric acid 1.0

dill/& = [(H°ll Fll + H°12 F12) Plutonium 0.2

_(Fll + FI2) HI]/V1 Uranium 0.4
Density 0.2

dPul/dt = [(PU°l 1 F11 + Pu°12 FI2) b .

- (FI 1 + FI2) PUl] / V1 No.fault Simulation
dU1/dt = [(U°ll FI1 + U°12 F12) Application of the above Cusum tests requires

- (F11 + F12) U1] / V1 knowledge ofthe covariancematrixY for no-fault condi-
tions. To prevent creating problems because of a

with analogous equations for Tanks 2 and 3. The den- changing covariance matrix as we step along in time,
sity of each tank solution is determined from empirical the no-fault simulations were performed under steady-
relationships between densities and concentrations of state conditions. One thousand 20-h simulations were
nitric acid, plutonium, and uranium.5,6 The system of performed as outlined above, and several estimates of
equations is solved by the Euler method for modeling the covariance matrix :E, corresponding to different
flexibility. The implementation of the model requires elapsed times, were compared and found to be the same,
that initial volumes and concentrations are known from within errors attributable to using a finite number of

measurements (including error) at the start of each simu- simulations. Thus one value of Y-was used for all of
lation. Densities are then estimated by using the empir- the testing. After acquiring _, a sufficient number of
ical relationships mentioned above applied to the esti- no-fault simulations were performed and the residuals
mated concentrations. Flow rates are also required for tested to find a value for h giving an average run length
model simulations, and these are assumed to be avail- of 200, that is, an average false alarm rate of 0.5%. For
able from measurements at 6-rain. intervals. Thus the all tests except the COT, k values of 0.5 were used.

flow rates used in the model F11, FI2, etc., are changed For COT, k was set to pl/2 following Crosier.2
after every six minutes of simulation time. The vol-
ume, density, and concentrations of plutonium, ura- Anomalous Simulations
nium, and nitric acid in each tank are the model predic- Two basically different diversion scenarios were
tions that are compared to measured values to give the simulated; the first is equivalent to a slow leak from
residuals that are tested for possible faults. The me.as- one or more of the tanks and the second is similar to the
ured values are obtained by adding zero-mean Gaussian first except the removed liquid solution is replaced with
random errors having variances determined by the per- water or water plus nitric acid and uranium. These
cent standard deviations given in Table I to the known removals were assumed to occur ata constant rate and to
true values. The measured values are assumed to be continue until an alarm was sounded. Several different

available every 30 rain. Thus after each 30 rain. of loss rates were tested.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION correlationin the non-anomalousand moderatelyhard-
to-detectanomalouscases.

No.fault Simulations
Figure 3 shows the distribution of run lengths Table II contains results for comparing the four

giving an average run length (ARL) of 200 for the uni- cumulative sum tests for the general case when liquid
variate, principal components univariate, COT, and solution is removed from one or more tanks. Thus
Crosier Cusum tests. These distributionsarebased on total mass and mass of each individual species will
10 0O0alarms for each test, but only 1000 run lengths change because the total volume changes. Neither the

concentrations of nitric acid, plutonium, and uraniumarc plotted in the histograms. Mean and median run
lengths are given in Table II. These "sample means" nor the densities will change underthis type of material
can be considered to be within 3 of the true means in all loss. For all tests, the expected average runlengths are

200 for the no-fault case with 95%confidence intervalscases and in most cases are within 1 of the truemeans.
of about 196 to 204. Thus, if a loss is detectable );singThat is, in the worst case (longest true average run

length), the standarddeviationof the sampleaverage run process fault detection and these tests, then _e mean
length is about 1.5, so an app_ximate 95% confidence values in Tables II and III should be significantly less
interval (CI) for the true average run length would than 200. For the leaks from Tank 1, it appears that

Croiser's vector Cusum consistently alarmsat a smallerextend from the sample mean (mean of the 10000 run
lengths for each case) plus or minus 3. Most of the run length than do any of the other tests. The univari-
standarddeviations of the sample means are much less ate test using the principalcomponents appears to be
than 0.5, so a CI extending from the sample mean plus the next most sensitive withCOT being the least sensi-

tive test.
or minus 1 would have greater than 95% coverage
probability. Table IlI contains results for the situationswhen

Note from Fig. 3 that the distributionsare highly the lost liquid is replaced, either by tank solution less
the plutonium or tank solution less all constituents.skewed to the right indicating that most runs alarm at

run lengths less than the average. Nearly two-thirds of This activity will affect all concentrationsand densities
the runs alarmin less than 200 tests. However,once in in the tank from which material is lost as well as any
a while there are very long run lengths before a false downs_ tanks. Thus a diversion fromTank 1 will

affect Tanks 2 and 3, whereasa diversion from Tank3alarm sounds. As always, it may be preferable to use
will not affect the other tanks in this system. As forthe median run length rather than the mean, but we

restrict this discussion to the mean run length, The the loss without replacement scenario, Crosier'sCusum
ARLs in our simulations were sensitive to values of h is the most sensitive test for loss with replacement with
in accordwith the resultsof Crosicr'swork.2 the two univariate Cusum tests being next and quite

similar in results, whereas the COT is the least sensi-

Anomalous Situations five test.

Results for the simulations with faults are sum- It is instructive to compare the results for the two
marizedin Figs. 4 and 5 and Tables II and III. Figures different diversion scenarios with respect to the perfor-
4 and 5 compare the run length distribution for a 0.3 mance of a specific test, e.g., Crosier's Cusum. The
L/h leak from tank 1 in the two cases: replace the leak ARL to alarm for the 0.1 L/h leak from Tank 3 with-
with water (Fig. 4) or do not replace the leak (Fig. 5). out replacement was 151, whereas the value for the

The run length distributions shown in Figs. 4 and same leak with replacementby waterwas 81, or nearly
5 are similar to those for the no-fault case in that they twofold less. We at_bute this to the fact that when the
areasymmetric, skewed to the right. These demonstrate divertedtanksolution is replaced with waterto bringthe
thateven though some faults are rapidlydetectedon the volume back into balance, all of the other measured

variableshavebeen alteredby dilution. Thus the redun-average, there areoccurrenceswhen the same faultmay
not be detected for an uncomfortably long time using dancy provided by the multiple measurements and the
these tests. They suggest the median may be a better multivariate tests provides more sensitive detection
measure of the tests' ability to detect material losses, when a divertertries to be clever. This may frequently
Also, note the unusually large number of long run be the case as was found in our preceding work using
lengths using COT in Fig. 5. We have noticed this Shewhart-typetests without cumulative sums.4
behavior of the COT in severalmoderatelyhard-to-detect In conclusion, the Crosier's Cusum was the most
anom_ • cases. We believe that this unusualbehav- powerful test of those investigated for the detection of
ior results because of a cancellationeffect in the magni, diversionsfrom a three-tanksystem using two different
tudesof the residuals thatarises from the negativeserial typesof diversion scenarios: loss of tank liquidwithout



: replacement and loss of tank liquid solution with REFERENCES
replacementby anotherliquid. We were somewhatsur-
prised by the lack of sensitivity of the COT test for 1. Paul M. Frank,"Fault Diagnosis in Dynamic Sys-
detecting losses. Apparendythe directionalitycharacter terns Using Analytical and Knowledge-based
of Crosier's Cusum test provides a very significant RedundancymA Survey and Some New Results,"
advantage, at least for this type of problem. We had Automatica 26, 459-474 (1990).

expected the univariatetest to be most sensitive for the 2. RonaldB. Crosier,"MultivariateGeneralizationsof
loss without replacement scenario because only one Cumulative Sum Quality Control Schemes,"
variable(volume) is affected. Thus we were somewhat Technometrics 30, 291-303 (1988).
surprisedthatCrosier's Cusum exhibited superiorper-
formancefor this scenarioas well as for the replacement 3. The Bonferroni Method can be found in many
with liquid scenario, as we thought it might. This is statistics books. For example, see Johnson and
probablya consequenceof the adjustmentof the critical Wichern, Applied Multivariate Statistical Analysis
values for the univariate tests needed to obtain the (PrenticeHall, 1988).

appropriaterunlengths forperformingmultipleunivari- 4. T.L. Burr, L. E. Wangen, and M. F. Mullen,
ate tests. Presumably,if we monitoredfewervariables, "Authentication of Reprocessing Plant Safeguards
the univariatetest would be superior. As a partialcheck Data Through CorrelationAnalysis," Los Alamos
of this conjecture,in one simulation we monitoredonly National Laboratoryreport,in review.
the volume in Tank 1 with a univariateCusum test, and
in that extreme case the univariatetest was the best for 5. A. Beyerlein, privatecommunication,1992.

detectinga leakfromTank 1. Finally, as we mentioned 6. W.B. Watson and R. H. Rainey, "Modification of
previously, successive values of these residual time the SEPHIS Computer Code for Calculating the
sequences are correlatedforall variablesexcept for the Purex Solvent Extraction System," Oak Ridge
densities in each Umk. This is because measured values National Laboratory report ORNL-TM-5123
are used both to calculate the currentresidual and as (December1975).
initial values for modeling to calculate the next predic-
tion, which affects the next residual. This is an inter-
esting aspect thatwe are investigating. At present, we
note from Table II that the negative correlation has an
adverse affect on the COT. For small leak rates, the
COT actually takes longer to alarm than it does in the
no-leak case. It turnsout that the COT test is able to
detect a small gain of volume fairly well but is poor at
detecting a small loss of volume.

...... Table II. Mean and Median Run Lengths for Simulations Involving Leaks '
With No Replacement of Lost Solution

Simulation Univariate PC Univariate Crosier's Vector
Conditions Cusum Cusum COT Cusum

Mean Median Mean Median Mean' Median Mean Meclian
i

Tank 1 Leak 0.1 201 147 170 115 286 152 150 106

Tank 1 Leak 0.3 103 85 52 38 241 134 24 24
Tank1 Leak 0.5 14 14 17 15 133 83 11 12
Tank3 Leak 0.1 202 149 202 139 286 155 151 108
Tank 3 Leak 0.3 87 71 158 105 238 136 26 25
Tank 3 Leak 0.5 14 14 50 36 135 82 12 12

Leak 0.033 from 202 147 201 135 243 149 185 130
each tank

Leak 0.1 from 183 132 160 106 710 176 90 59
each tank......
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Table Ill. Replacement of Loss Solution: Mean and Median Run Lengths
Simulation Univariat¢ PC Univariate Crosier's Vector
Conditions Cusum Cusum COT Cusum

Mean Median' Mean Median .......Mean Median' Mean Median

Tank 1 Leak 0.1 196 145 135 93 204 145 124 89
(Puorgy)
Tank 1 Leak 0.3 26 25 24 18 151 108 17 17

(Puonly)
Tank 1 Leak 0,5 8 8 9 8 71 54 8 8
ff'uonly)
Tank 3 Leak 0.1 190 142 185 128 190 139 81 62
(Allspecies)
Tank 3 Leak 0.3 16 16 20 19 94 72 11 11

(Anspecies) ........

...... It,._.......o o

0 500 1000 1500 0 500 1000 1500

Cmsier's Cusum run lengths COT run lengths

0 0 '-'

0 500 1000 1500 0 500 1000 1500 2000

Univarlate tests run lengths Principal component univariate run lengths

Fig. 3. Zero leak.
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Fig. 4. Leak of 0.:3 L/h, with replacement.
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Fig. 5. Leak of 0.3 L/h, no replacement.
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